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Abstract 
The purpose of the article is to present the peculiarity of training and teaching the subject "Methodology of 

modern scientific researches with the basics of intellectual property in training designers" according to the 
educational program "Design (by types)" for the second (Master's) degree of higher education in Kyiv National 
University of Technology and Design. The Article defines the structure of educational subject, general competence 
of the subject and its place in the structural and logical scheme of training specialists; provides for the detailed 
content of topics; describes knowledge and skills acquired by the students in the course of studying the subject; 
presents the algorithm of studying the material of the subject. The Article suggests the main task of studying the 
subject: consideration of a wide range of issues of a modern process of design and development of competences 
with regard to possessing certain scientific and practical knowledge and methods of using ways of scientific 
researches in creative process. It is defined that the main purpose of theoretical research in design is development 
of the methods of implementation of particular project tasks and determination of the principles of using methods in 
development of design solutions of a wide range of items. It is defined that design is gradually becoming a field 
where together with intuition, talent of particular individuals, the theoretically reasoned methods become 
increasingly important. 
Keywords: design-activity; research methodology; scientific and design research; scientific researches; Master, 
Design (by types). 
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)1.H3AUHY 
Anomal(iR 

Memo10 cmammi c 6UKJlaO oco611u6ocmi niozomo6KU ma 6UKJlaOaHHR OUClfUfUliHu «MemoOoJioziR cy'lacHux 
HQ)!K06UX OocJiiOJICeHb 3 ocH06a.MU iHmeJieKmyQJlbHOi' 6JiacHocmi» 3a oc6imHbO/O npozpa.M0/0 «/(U3aiiH (3a 6U0a.Mu)» 
OJIJI opyzozo (MazicmepCbKOZO) pi6HJI 6UUJOi' OC6imu y Kui6CbKOMY HalfiOHQJlbHOMY yHi6epcumemi meXHOJIOZiii ma 
OU3aiiHy. B po6omi noKa3aHo cmpyKmypy HQ6'1QJlbHOi' OUClfUfUliHu, Ha6eOeHo 3QZQJlbHi KOMnemeHmHocmi 
OUClfUfUliHu, ii' Mic11e 6 cmpyKmypHO-Jiozi'IHiii cxeMi niozomo6KU rjlaxi6lfi6, HaOaHo OemQJlbHUU 3Micm meM, onucaHo 
3HaHHR ma Ha6U'IKU, RKi Ha6y6a/Omb cmyOeHmu nio 'lac 6U6'1eHHR OUClfUfUliHu, npeocma6JleHo QJIZopumM 6U6'1eHHR 
MamepiQJly OUClfUfUliHu. B po6omi crjJopMyJib06aHo ZOJI06He 3a60aHHR 6U6'1eHHR OUClfUfUliHu: po3ZJIJIO umpoKozo 
KOJIQ numaHb cy'laCHOZO npOlfeCy npoeKmy6aHHJI ma r/JopMy6aHHJI KOMnemeHlfiU UJOOO 60JI00iHHJI ne6HUMU 
HQ)!K06UMU ma npaKmU'IHUMU 3HaHHRMU ma MemoOa.Mu 6uKopucmaHHR 3aco6i6 HayKo6ux OocJiiOJICeHb y m6op'loMy 
npolfeci. 0KpecJieHO, UJO OCH06HO/O Memo/0 meopemU'IHOZO OOClliO:JICeHHJI 6 ZQJIY3i 0U3QUH C p03po6Ka MemoOUKU 
6UKOHQHHJI mux 'IU iHUlUX npOeKmHUX 3Q60QHb ma 6U3HQ'IeHHJI npUHlfUni6 3QCmOCY6QHHJI MemoOUK npu p03p06lfi 
OU3aiiHepcbKUX piweHb wupoKozo KOJia 6upo6i6. BU3Ha'leHo, UJO npoeKmy6aHHR nocmyno6o nepem6op10cmbCR Ha 
ZQJIY3b, oe nopRO 3 iHmyi'lfiCIO, mQJlaHmoM OKpeMux oco6ucmocmeii 6ce 6i.nbUle numoMoi' 6am Ha6y6a/Omb meopemu'IHO 
o6rpyHmo6aHi Memoou. 
K.niO'IOBi CJlOBa: Ou3aiiH-OiRllbHicmb; MemoOoJioziR OocJiiOxeHb; HQ)lK060-npoeKmHe oocJiiO:JICeHHR; HQ)!K06i 
OocJiiO:JICeHHR; Mazicmp; /(u3aiiH (3a 6U0a.Mu). 

1. Statement of the problem 
Creative process of the art design is gradually becoming a field where together with intuition, talent of particular 

individuals, the theoretically reasoned methods of creativity become increasingly important, as well as the objective 
assessment of aesthetic features. This trend will develop in continuous increase in the future. Even today the art 
design, industrial, fine, decorative and applied art, architecture, design are developing under conditions of scientific 
and technical progress making reference to its achievements as to the source of topics, materials of design means 
and approaches [1]. 

In analytical and theoretical works of numerous authors, the research of design process begins from the stage of 
its constructive form making [2]. Analysis of aesthetic and compositional features of an object is performed either 
superficially, or it is absent at all, and art and compositional form parameters are considered as original, preset 
primary data for further researches of the process of technical clothes designing. 

The difference between theoretically reasoned and practical design is that they have different purpose in the end. 
If the task of practical design ensures creation of high-quality item, for the theoretically reasoned design the high 
quality of a project is not the only task assigned to it [3]. Its main purpose is to develop the method of completing 
particular design tasks and determine the principles of use of the methodology when developing design solutions of 
a wide range of items. 

In conditions of Ukraine's entering to Global and European Community, involvement in Bologna process, 
reformation of educational system and training of specialists becomes especially important. In this respect, the task 
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of forming human resources is particularly urgent, which would ensure further development of science and 
technology, contribute to the development of integration processes of higher education, closer cooperation of the 
university with academic institutions and the fields of economics, including in fashion industry [4]. 

The purpose of the Article is to present peculiarities of training and teaching the subject "Methodology of 
modern scientific researches with the basics of intellectual property" according to the educational program "Design 
(by types)" for the second (Master's) degree of higher education in Kyiv National University of Technology and 
Design. 

2. Presentation of basic material 
Creative process is extremely diverse and complicated phenomenon of search for unity of form and content. 

Development of creative imagination, finding of unique ways of solving creative design tasks, overcoming of 
psychological inertia- these are possibilities of methods of design-activity. 

Sometimes, when solving creative task the use of traditional methods of design does not provide interesting 
solutions. Accordingly, activation of the creative search in design is important and is targeted at development of 
creative design thinking of a designer and at intensification of the design process itself[5]. 

The Department of Design of Kyiv National University of Technology and Design trains the specialists of the 
second degree of higher education according to the educational program "Design (by types)". For the students of 
qualification "Design (by types)", the curriculum of training of Masters provides for studying the subject 
"Methodology of modern scientific researches with the basics of intellectual property", the task of which is to 
consider a wide range of issues of the modern process of design and development of competences with regard to 
possessing certain scientific and practical knowledge and methods of using the ways of scientific researches in 
creative process. 

The subject "Methodology of modern scientific researches with the basics of intellectual property", containing 
6.0 credits of ECTS, is studied by the students at the I st year, I st term; it belongs to obligatory subjects of receivers 
of the academic degree "Master" of the educational and professional program "Design (by types)". The subject is 
studied together with such subjects as business foreign language; modern technologies of design-activity (by types 
of design); designing (by types of design); design graphics (by types of design). 

General competences of the subject "Methodology of modern scientific researches with the basics of intellectual 
property" ofthe second degree of higher education is having skills of use ofsynergic methodology in analytical and 
project activity and creativity, knowledge of fundamentals of modern field of design projecting (with different 
objects of professional activity). The professional competences of the subject are: ability to use methodology of 
scientific researches at theoretical and practical levels; having theoretical and methodical basics of education and 
professional training of designers in the synthesis with practical use of received knowledge in organization of 
educational process; planning of personal scientific and pedagogical activity; ability to ensure protection of 
intellectual property ofworks of fine arts and design. 

Pursuant to the requirements of the scope of educational program "Design (by types)", having studied the 
subject, the students should know: modern methods of carrying out theoretical and experimental scientific 
researches; principles of work with literature sources, building of oral and written presentations, rules of processing 
of research findings; basics of intellectual property right; know how to: choose the lines of scientific researches, 
search and process scientific information; use methods of processing of scientific researches and outcomes of an 
experiment; set a purpose and task of researches; search and analyse information from scientific sources; plan and 
carry out experimental and theoretical researches; know methods of analysis of their findings; create objects of 
intellectual property; have: skills to analyse sources of scientific information, set purposes and tasks of researches, 
determine and carry out necessary researches and analyse their findings, independently use received knowledge and 
implement them in production or educational process; skills to request security documents; be able to demonstrate: 
necessary theoretical and practical knowledge of methods of carrying out scientific researches, knowing to use the 
received findings of scientific research in practice; creative approach in creation of objects of intellectual property 
[6]. 

The program of the educational subject "Methodology of modern scientific researches with the basics of 
intellectual property" is composed of one informative module and four topics. In topic I "Notion of science and 
scientific activity", features ofmethodology of scientific researches are discussed. Scientific methods and principles 
are researched. General methodology of scientific creativity is provided. International grants and scientific projects 
are determined. Topic 2 "Main stages of scientific research" outlines a concept of search and analysis of literature 
by the topic of scientific research, notion of bibliography, methodology of theoretical scientific researches. 
Methodology of experimental scientific researches and statistical processing of findings are analysed. Topic 3 
"Publishing, approbation and implementation of findings of scientific researches" clarifies measures regarding 
systematization and processing of findings of carried out design research; introduces types of processing of findings 
of scientific and designing research; basic electronic databases EBSCO, ScienceDirect; scientific and metric bases 
Scopus, Web of Science, Index Copernicus and others; citation, Hirsch index; main types of implementation of 
findings of scientific researches in the field of design. The fourth topic "Basics of intellectual property" provides the 
legislative basis of Ukraine in legal protection of intellectual property; introduces the peculiarities of acquiring 
rights to inventions, useful models, industrial samples, trade mark; outlines a concept of intellectual property rights 
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management; protection of rights to objects of the right of intellectual property. General algorithm of studying the 
subject is described on Picture 1. 

Attention Insight into the main principles and notions of the topic 
J organization 

Actuan,uo~ Detection and repetition of knowledge and skills by topics, which the 

of knowledge students have 

Theoretical Presentation of theoretical material according to the topic 
part 

Practical part >I Completing practical tasks in order to solidify received knowledge 

Final part > Consultative collective analysis, current test by topic 

lodepeodeot) Completing individual scientific and design research by topic 
and individual 

work 

Pie. I Algorithm of studying the material of the subject "Methodology of modern scientific researches with the 
basics of intellectual property" 

Important practical results of studying the educational subject "Methodology of modem scientific researches 
with the basics of intellectual property" are independent determination of the line of scientific and design research, 
formulating the relevance of the topic, aim and task of the research, subject and object of the research, scientific 
novelty and practical significance of the research; processing of findings of scientific and design research (article) 
pursuant to the requirements of the professional scientific publication; preparation of a report and presentation 
containing the findings of the research. Completing practical task of requesting the patent for the industrial sample 
of the developed design product is equally difficult and important. 

3. Conclusions 
Thus, it is defined that the professional competence of modem designer is ability to understand and use cause

and-effect relations in development of design and modem kinds of art. The practical experience of training students 
of second degree of higher education in the field of design shows that the present demonstrates that it is important 
not only to have skills in development of design product, but also it is significant for modem designers to know 
types of objects of intellectual property, know basic methods of protection of intellectual property, know how to use 
in practice the rules of registering the rights of intellectual property. 
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